
How to hang your curtains

1. Before hanging, pull the string on the 
curtain tape to get an even gather. Don’t 
pull it too tight. 

2. Push the hooks on the curtain through 
the glides on the tracks.

3. When both curtains are up, pull them 
across to fit. You can then tie off the 
strings at the outer edge. 

See over for tips on cleaning curtains.

Pull the string on the curtain tape to get an even gather

An even gather will help your curtains hang well

Push the hooks through the glides to hang 

Taking care of your curtains

• Open the curtains in the morning and close them at sundown.
• If curtains are in a very sunny window, shift them around regularly to  

prevent fading. 
• Give curtains a good shake outside regularly to remove dust.
• Don’t wash curtains too often as this may affect the fabric. 
• Put on a cold, gentle spin in the dryer for a short time to remove dust.
• If linings are mouldy, either clean them or remove and replace. 



Got mould on your curtains?

Mould is a common problem in New Zealand 
homes. It can destroy curtains and cause health 
issues, so try to keep on top of it by removing it.  

• If you have wet windows, dry with an old towel 
every day. Dry the towel in the sun every day  
and wash often.

• Open windows every day for at least 15 minutes, 
even in winter. 

• Check curtains regularly for mould and clean it 
off if you have it. 

To clean curtains: 

This is for curtains with NO
rubber backing on them

1. Give curtains a good shake   
outside to get rid of dust and dirt. 

2. Wash with 1 cup of white vinegar 
and a quarter of a cup of washing 
detergent. 

3. Wash on a gentle cycle in the 
washing machine, or handwash in 
the bath. 

4. Hang curtains outside to dry  
before rehanging. 

To clean rubber-backed   
curtains: 

This is for curtains with rubber backing 
on them

1. Give curtains a good shake outside 
to get rid of dust and dirt. 

2. Mix 1 cup of white vinegar with  
two cups of water in a spray bottle 

3. Spray patches of mould on the  
curtains. Leave it on for 20 minutes. 

4. Wipe it off with cloth, and then 
hang the curtains outside to dry   
before rehanging.

Got questions? Freephone Wellington Curtain Bank on 0508 78 78 24 ext  
705. We’re open Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 9am to 4.30pm. 

www.sustaintrust.org.nz

Summertime is the best time to clean curtains, it’ll allow you to make the most of the sun! 


